
 
Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
I am applying to your program to overcome a deficit in my funding package for the two years Master in                    
Sculpture I have started in October 2016 at the Royal College of Art.  
 
I have always been highly motivated to study Fine Arts. My aim, which is to develop sculptural                 
practice so as curatorial and publishing activities, makes this MA a fundamental qualification to fulfill               
that dream.  
 
Unfortunately, although I’ve already funded an important amount of my studies, I am looking to               
complete my tuition fees in order to guarantee my ability to achieve them. I knew my MA was going to                    
be a challenge financially, but not in that extent. Indeed, the bursary funding has been canceled since                 
the 2016-2017 academic year, which changed unexpectedly my plan. Moreover, the webzine            
(doitinlondon) I previously worked for has closed the London redaction due to the recession in the                
industry. Therefore, I took two other part-time jobs, both as a waitress in a bar and in a cafe, but those                     
jobs do not allow me to support myself in London and study at the same time.  
 
Considering those new factors, I am applying for the Sidney Perry Foundation in order to complete my                 
fees. With my savings, my two part-time jobs, and some awards from charities and trusts, I believe I                  
can generate enough income to pay my course fees. I have already applied to several other bodies as                  
indicated in my application form.  
 
Through my MA, I am investigating a very various range of sculptural techniques and more               
specifically casting and new interactive media. I am also looking to understand how the physical               
experience of the public space are manifested in art and how new ways of displaying art can be an                   
opportunity to reach new audience for contemporary arts.  
 
As part of those investigations, I have founded in 2014 Offline Press, an independent publishing label                
distributed in London and Europe. The main publication : Perpetual Inventory, unveils the creative              
process in sculptural practice. Showing the steps of sculpture creation (research, models, material             
used, studio...), the publication aims to give an image of sculpture outside the gallery space. I believe                 
it can contribute to make sculpture more accessible to the public. Covering the process of creating,                
editing, designing and distributing, the label is also a curatorial platform for exhibition shows in London                
including worldwide artists.  
 
London, creative capital, has developed a new era and a special environment for artists. I really wish                 
to establish myself in the UK to contribute to that unique art scene. Yet, sculpture tends to close itself                   
and remains intimidating to the neophytes. Therefore, my plan is to develop similar publications as               
well as exhibitions - in this regard, I already curated five sculpture shows in London from 2014 to                  
2016. 
 
I believe I am a highly motivated and deserving applicant. I am holding a BA in textile design from the                    
Institute for Applied Arts (Paris, 2008-2011, graded ‘excellent’) and I have been enrolled in the BA                
Fine Arts at Goldsmiths (London, 2013-2016). Choosing now to study at MA level as a self-funded                
full-time student has meant making quite a few sacrifices as my family is not able to financially assist                  
me and that funding opportunities in France are very limited. I am also already in debt of £10 000 to                    
the student loan company and as a foreigner student I am not eligible for opportunities like the Career                  
Development Loan.  
 



I adhered to a very strict budget and I consider I am doing all that I can to make my MA financially                      
viable. In the case I would not be able to overcome my deficit, I will probably have no other option                    
than moving back to Berlin, where I have spent two years before coming to the UK in 2013. But                   
London remains my very first choice.  
 
Any award from your trust would give me a degree of financial security and would allow me to meet                   
my funding deficit and be able to continue making good progress in my MA. I appreciate that any                  
award you make may not be able to cover all of my deficit, but any support would be invaluable.  
 
Yours Faithfully 
 


